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Abstract. Transient generation of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) has been motivated from
promising candidates of UHECR sources such as gamma-ray bursts, flares of active galactic nuclei, and
newly born neutron stars and magnetars. Here we propose a strategy to unveil transient sources of UHECRs
from UHECR experiments. We demonstrate that the rate of UHECR bursts and/or flares is related to the
apparent number density of UHECR sources, which is the number density estimated on the assumption of
steady sources, and the time-profile spread of the bursts produced by cosmic magnetic fields. The apparent
number density strongly depends on UHECR energies under a given rate of the bursts, which becomes
observational evidence of transient sources. It is saturated at the number density of host galaxies of UHECR
sources. We also derive constraints on the UHECR burst rate and/or energy budget of UHECRs per source
as a function of the apparent source number density by using models of cosmic magnetic fields. In order
to obtain a precise constraint of the UHECR burst rate, high event statistics above ∼ 1020 eV for evaluating
the apparent source number density at the highest energies and better knowledge on cosmic magnetic fields
by future observations and/or simulations to better estimate the time-profile spread of UHECR bursts are
required. The estimated rate allows us to constrain transient UHECR sources by being compared with the
occurrence rates of known energetic transient phenomena.

1. INTRODUCTION
The origin of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) has been a big mystery in astrophysics over
50 years. UHECRs are mainly believed to be of extragalactic origin because their Larmor radius in the
Galaxy exceeds the typical height of the Galactic disk, and various kinds of energetic astrophysical
objects have been suggested as primary source candidates: gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) [1–3], active
galactic nuclei (AGN) [4–10], young neutron stars or magnetars [11–15], and structure formation
shocks [16–18]. Some of them are transient phenomena1 .
If UHECRs with the energy of E are produced in a relativistic outflow with the Lorentz factor of ,
their sources should have isotropic luminosity
2
2 
E
45 
L  2 × 10
erg s−1 ,
(1)
Z 2  1020 eV
where  ∼ 1 is the velocity of a shock or wave in the production region in the unit of speed of light
and Z is the nuclear number [16, 19, 20]. If protons dominate in UHECRs as HiRes [21] and Telescope
Array [22] have reported, this condition provides a severe constraint on UHECR sources; there are few
astrophysical objects satisfying this condition steadily in the nearby universe. This is the case even
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stars and magnetars are also regarded as transient sources in the context of UHECRs because lifetime to produce
UHECRs is smaller than the time-profile spread produced by cosmic magnetic fields.
1 Neutron
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for AGN correlating with the UHE events detected by the Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO) [23],
although the PAO claims that correlation between UHECRs and AGN should be interpreted as that
between UHECRs and matter distribution generally due to uncertainty of UHECR deflection angles by
cosmic magnetic fields [24] (see also [25, 26]). However, some transient phenomena such as GRBs
and AGN flares can satisfy this requirement even if their high bulk Lorentz factors are taken into
account (  1000 for GRBs and   10 for AGN flares). Thus, there is enough motivation to discuss
observational evidence of transient generation of UHECRs and how to constrain transient sources.
Here, we discuss a strategy to unveil transient UHECR sources. Although we mainly focus on proton
cases contrary to the results of recent composition estimation by the PAO [27], the discussions below can
apply for heavy-nuclei cases2 . In Section 2 we briefly review specific aspects and observational features
for transient UHECR sources. Section 3 is dedicated to consider relations among the rate of UHECR
bursts, the apparent number density of UHECR sources, and cosmic magnetic fields, and to derive
constraints on the rate of UHECR bursts. These discussions are based on our paper already published
[31]. Then, we conclude in Section 4.
2. OBSERVATIONAL FEATURES OF TRANSIENT UHECR SOURCES
In the case of steady sources UHECR flux is independent of time by definition, and time-delay between
the arrival time of UHECRs and that of photons emitted at the same time is not important. On the
other hand, for transient cases, the time-delay plays essential roles as seen below. Let us consider the
propagation of UHECRs in an isotropic turbulent magnetic field with the magnetic strength of B and
correlation length of  for simplicity. The deflection angle and time-delay are estimated as
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(3)

where D is the source distance. Since the time-delay is proportional to E −2 , the arrival time of UHECRs
depends on energies. As a result a UHECR spectrum from a transient source has a spiky shape. If this
UHECR burst is strong and/or nearby, this spiky shape appears in the total UHECR spectrum especially
above 1020 eV [32].
UHECRs propagate in different trajectories due to the turbulent magnetic field and stochasticity of
photomeson production, and the time-profile of a UHECR burst spreads over intrinsic burst duration.
The width of the time-profile spread, (E), is consistent with the time-delay td in the case of a random
magnetic field, which can be confirmed by numerical calculations. Here, remember that td (E, D) is
also proportional to B and astrophysical UHECR sources are expected to be embedded in magnetized
structures such as clusters of galaxies and filamentary structures. Assuming the sizes of these structures
are comparable, the time profile spread of UHECR bursts is larger in the case of sources in more strongly
magnetized structures. Thus, the probability that UHECRs from a source are observed at a short time
window3 is higher for sources surrounded by stronger magnetic fields, and therefore a flux reference map
calculated on the assumption of steady sources (e.g., [33]) is modified [34]. This time-profile spread is
regarded as the apparent duration of the UHECR burst.
Since the apparent duration of UHECR bursts also depends on UHECR energies, the number of
UHECR sources contributing to the observed flux at a short time window is also dependent on energies.

2 In general, deflections of heavy nuclei by cosmic magnetic fields are large (e.g., [28, 29]) and anisotropy is expected to be
weaken. Possible anisotropy in the arrival distribution of UHE nuclei is recently discussed in [30].
3 “Short” means “shorter than the time-profile spread.”
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As a result, anisotropic features in the arrival direction distribution are different between energies. This
is essence of discussions in this paper, which is discussed in more details in a published paper [31].
3. RELATION BETWEEN UHECR BURST RATE AND APPARENT SOURCE
NUMBER DENSITY
Generally the occurrence rate of rare transient s with the duration of  is related to the apparent source
number density at a short time window by s  n/. For rare UHECR bursts a similar relation is valid,
but the duration is replaced by an apparent duration produced by cosmic magnetic fields (E),
s 

ns (E)
,
(E)

(4)

where ns (E) is the apparent number density of UHECR sources. ns (E) can be estimated from anisotropy
measurements of detected events on the assumption of steady sources [35, 36], as long as the observation
term is shorter than (E).
Equation (4) is valid only when each UHECR burst can be individually identified as a burst spatially
and temporally [37]. If more than one bursts or flares occurring in an angular patch contribute to
UHECRs observed in the same time-window, i.e., the time profiles of two independent UHECR bursts
from the same direction within the size of the angular patch are overlapped at the Earth, equation (4)
cannot be used as it is. Since UHECRs have finite deviation angles due to cosmic magnetic fields,
UHECRs from a source arrive within a finite solid angle  = 2 around the source, which can be
regarded as the appropriate size of the finite angular patch. For a given s the typical time interval
between bursts in the direction with  is
 −2 
−1 


s
Dmax (E) −3
3
5
T ∼
∼ 3 × 10
yr,
(5)
Dmax (E)3 s
5◦
75 Mpc
1 Gpc−3 yr−1
where Dmax (E) is the maximum distance of UHECR sources which can contribute to the UHECR flux
with energies E. Here we set  ∼ 5◦ as a reference choice. Since equation (4) is valid if (E) < T , i.e.,
 −2 


Dmax (E) −3
ns (E)  3 × 10−4
Mpc−3 .
(6)
5◦
75 Mpc
Otherwise, (E) > T provides a direct constraint to UHECR burst rate s . Thus,
1
s  3 × 10
(E)
5




5◦

−2 

Dmax (E)
75 Mpc

−3

Gpc−3 yr−1 ·

(7)

Let us consider how anisotropic features in the UHECR arrival distribution are found as a function of
UHECR energies. ns (E) is used for an indicator of the anisotropy. The left panel of figure 1 demonstrates
the dependence of ns (E) on energies under two given s from equation (4). In order to estimate (E)
an effective turbulent magnetic field model with B1/2 = 0.3 nG Mpc−1 derived from the assumption
that all the UHECR sources are embedded in filamentary structures is adopted. The panel is divided
into three regions; equation (4) cannot be adopted, i.e.,  > T , in the upper left region, equation (4) is
valid in the middle region, and no UHECR bursts in Dmax (E) in the lower right region. Thus, s can
be estimated only in the middle phase and blue dotted lines represent ns (E) for  = 1 Gpc−3 yr−1 and
 = 100 Gpc−3 yr−1 , respectively.
ns (E) sensitively depends on the energy of UHECRs observed at the Earth, which is a characteristic
feature of transient sources. The other feature is the saturation of ns (E) at lower energies. This is
caused by the fact that the apparent source number density cannot exceed the number density of host
galaxies of UHECR sources nh . Here, nh = 10−4 Mpc−3 is assumed for a demonstrative purpose, which
is comparable with the number density of Fanaroff-Riley I galaxies [38]. Thus, the saturated number
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Figure 1. Left: apparent source number density ns (E) of UHECRs under given rates of UHECR bursts s as a
function of energy E (blue). There are three regions separated by red lines in the panel; equation (4) cannot be
adopted in the upper left region, equation (4) is valid in the middle region, and no UHECR sources in the lower
right region. ns (E) is saturated at the number density of host galaxies of UHECR sources, which is assumed to be
1/2
10−4 Mpc−3 for a demonstrative purpose.  = 5◦ and Beff eff = 0.3 nG Mpc1/2 are assumed. Right: constraints on
the rate of UHECR bursts or flares s and the (differential) energy budget of UHECRs per burst at 1019 eV as a
function of apparent source number density ns (E) estimated at E = 1020 eV, which are derived on the assumption
that UHECR sources are embedded in filamentary structures (red) and clusters of galaxies (blue and magenta).
For the latter case two positions are considered: the center of the clusters (blue) and 1 Mpc away from the center
(magenta). Black solid lines are the lower limits of s derived from maximal intergalactic magnetic fields in voids.
The vertical dashed line represents the border where equation (4) is valid or not, which corresponds to the upper
red line in the right panel.  = 5◦ is assumed.

density is another information to constrain UHECR sources by being compared with the number density
of known specific galaxies. Note that a number of the highest energy events ( 1020 eV) are required to
identify the dependence of ns (E) on E. Although the number should be estimated in details in future
studies, ∼ 100 events above 1020 eV may be required for the first step to estimate ns (E) at two energy
bands in the middle region.
Next, let us derive constraints on UHECR burst rate s . We consider a simple three zone cosmic
magnetic field model; the first is a magnetic field surrounding UHECR sources such as a filament or
cluster of galaxies, the second is intergalactic magnetic fields (IGMFs) in voids, and the third is the
Galactic magnetic field (GMF). We calculate the propagation of protons in these magnetic structures
and estimate the time-profile spread of a UHECR burst.
The strength of a magnetic field in a cluster of galaxies is assumed to scale with the distance from
the center of the cluster following the model in Ref. [39]. The strength is normalized as 1 G at the
center. The direction of the magnetic field is set to be turbulent with the Kolmogorov power spectrum
with the maximum scale of c,max = 400 kpc to reproduce the deflection angles of UHECRs estimated
from the analytical estimation, i.e., equation (2) for  = 100 kpc. A filamentary structure is modeled as a
cylinder with the radius of 2 Mpc, a turbulent magnetic field with the Kolmogorov power spectrum with
B = 10 nG [40] and c,max = 400 kpc. A bisymmetric spiral field model with even parity is assumed for
the GMF [41].
IGMFs are highly uncertain. Faraday rotation measurements provides an upper limit of B1/2 
(10 nG)(1 Mpc)1/2 (e.g., [42]) and cosmology gives B < 2.5 nG for  = 1 Mpc (e.g., [43]). On the other
hand, recent studies on TeV blazars with hard spectra imply B  10−18 G (e.g., [44]). In this range
the time-delay by IGMFs dominate over that by other magnetic fields in some cases and vice versa
in the other cases. Thus, we constrain s with the uncertainty of this range. Magnetic fields embedding
UHECR sources and the GMF inevitably affect the propagation of UHECRs, and therefore the minimum
of the time-profile spread is defined as min (E). The maximum of the time-profile spread is max (E) by
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Table 1. Potential transient sources and their typical local rates [37].

Source
HL GRB
LL GRB
Hypernova
Magnetar
Giant Magnetar Flare
Giant AGN Flare
Supernova (SN) Ibc
Core Collapse SN

Typical rate [Gpc−3 yr−1 ]
∼ 0.1
∼ 400
∼ 2000
∼ 12000
∼ 10000
∼ 1000
∼ 20000
∼ 120000

Reference
e.g., [49]
e.g., [50]
e.g., [51]
e.g., [52]
e.g., [53]
[6]
e.g., [51]
e.g., [54]

adding maximal contribution of intergalactic magnetic fields to min (E). Then, a constraint on s can be
written as
ns (E)
ns (E)
 s 
,
max (E)
min (E)

(8)

in the regime in which equation (4) is valid.
The observed UHECR flux indicates that the energy budget of UHECRs per volume at 1019 eV is
ECR ∼ 1044 erg Mpc−3 yr−1 [37, 45, 46]. This means that UHECR energy budget per source is

−1
s
dN
ECR
∼ 1053
erg.
(9)
E2
(E) ∼
dE
s
1 Gpc−3 yr−1
Thus, constraints on s is equivalent to constraints on the energy budget.
The right panel of Figure 1 shows constraints on s and the energy budget of UHECRs with 1019 eV
per burst as a function of ns (E) at E = 1020 eV, which are derived on the assumption that UHECR
sources are embedded in filamentary structures or clusters of galaxies. At present the apparent source
number density best to reproduce the recent PAO data is ∼ 10−4 Mpc−3 [35, 36], but we should keep in
mind that this value is estimated at around ∼ 6 × 1019 eV because of the steep spectrum of UHECRs.
ns (E) is expected to be smaller at higher energies from the discussions for the left panel of Figure 1.
ns (E) should be determined by future gigantic UHECR experiments such as Extreme Universe Space
Observatory on broad Japanese Experiment Module (JEM-EUSO) [47].
Once the possible range of s (and the energy budget of UHECRs per source) is estimated, one
can constrain transient UHECR source candidates by comparing the derived s (E 2 dN/dE) and the
occurrence rates (energy input) of known energetic transient phenomena, listed in Table 1.
Although models are used, better knowledge on structured and intergalactic magnetic fields is important for more reliable constraints. Future all-sky Faraday rotation measurements by radio observations
such as Square Kilometer Array [48] and detailed simulations help our understanding of (E).
4. CONCLUSION
We have proposed and demonstrated a strategy to unveil transient sources of UHECRs from UHECR
experiments. High event statistics with E  1020 eV (∼ 100 events for a first step, although this number
should be studied more quantitatively) is essential for this purpose because the highest energy cosmic
rays arrive at the Earth only from small nearby universe. Strong dependence of the apparent source
number density ns (E) on UHECR energies E provides evidence of transient generation of UHECRs.
The number density is saturated at that of host galaxies of UHECR sources, which is another hint for
UHECR sources via connection between UHECR source candidates and host galaxies. The apparent
source number density ns (E) and the time-profile spread of UHECR bursts or flares (E) estimated
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from good information on cosmic magnetic fields allow us to constrain a UHECR burst rate s . This
rate enables us to constrain transient UHECR sources by being compared with the occurrence rates of
known energetic transient phenomena. ns (E) can be well estimated from data taken by future gigantic
UHECR experiments such as JEM-EUSO. For precise estimation of (E) good knowledge on the
structured EGMFs from observations and or simulations is required.
H.T. thanks Kohta Murase for fruitful discussions. The work of H.T. is supported by Japan Society for the Promotion
of Science (JSPS) via JSPS fellowship.
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